Vibration response imaging in healthy Japanese subjects.
Vibration response imaging (VRI) records the intensity and distribution of lung sounds during the respiration cycle. Our objective was to analyze VRI findings in healthy Japanese adults. VRI images of 106 healthy subjects (33.7±9.6 years, 52 male and 54 female), including 67 nonsmokers and 39 asymptomatic smokers, were recorded. The regional intensity of vibrations was assessed using quantitative lung data (QLD), and VRI dynamic images by rater assessment, left and right lung asynchrony (gap index), and regional lung asynchrony (asynchrony score). A dominance of total left lung QLD was observed in all subjects, and this phenomenon was more prominent in female subjects. However, there was no significant difference between the total left and total right lung QLD in smokers. Rater assessments showed that 81.1% of all subjects had a normal final assessment. Male subjects had a significantly higher percentage of good or normal assessments for all image scores, except dynamic image scoring. The asynchrony score was significantly higher in female subjects. There were no significant differences in these qualitative assessments between non-smokers and smokers. Although our QLD results were similar to those of a previous report, there were discrepancies between sexes for the qualitative assessments. A significantly higher number of female subjects had abnormal images as assessed by the raters. Furthermore, significantly higher asynchrony scores were observed in female subjects. The VRI variability in sex may be considered normal among the Japanese population. This study is registered with UMIN-CTR under registration number UMIN000002355.